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Education

Experience

Philosophy

Digital After Effects. Maya. C4D. Resolume. Nuke. Boujou. Matchmover. Premiere. Final Cut. Photoshop. Illustrator. Zbrush.  
with quick adaptation to proprietary softwares and 3rd party plug-ins as well as evolving alongside current softwares
Production Projection Mapping. VJ. Director. VFX Supervisor. Camera Operator. Photographer. Grip. 
prompt and respectful of the crew, while implementing effective methods of creativity and VFX supervision

Academy of Art University  San Francisco CA 2004-08
BFA.Visual Effects and Animation. Specialized in multiple aspects of production from concept to completion alongside teachers active in 
the industry. Persistently expanding my knowledge and experience of production for film and video with an emphasis in post-production.
New World School of the Arts  Miami FL 2000-02
AA. Electronic Intermedia. Fine Art studies and a full understanding of how to implement the characteristics of art and design into a final 
product. Expanded my proficiency in industry related graphic programs focusing on Graphic Design, Typography, and Motion Graphics.

Free lance 2008 - present

Pos i t ions

Exper t i se

Visual Insight Productions  Founder 2000 - 2008
Art direction, photography, videography, projection mapping, vfx supervision, 2D 3D generalist 
CitiScape Property Mgmt.  Operations Manager  05-08
Full time employment managing and overseeing all projects within a 131 unit condo association while completing my BFA
Digital Revolution  DVD Authoring. Graphic Design  04-05
Full service DVD production for commercial, independent film, music video, and other various productions
City Smart Magazine  Photography and Graphic design  02-03
shot bg plates, high fashion, editorials, & locations. Produced original ads and layout  for magazine.

While continuing to develop myself through the world of innovative imagery I strive to tell stories with alluring, 
inspirational, and intentional visual content. As a creative immersed in technology I’ve embraced the evolving 
industry and dynamic process of taking a concept through to completion. And though exploiting the power of 
post, I find pull through all phases of production with unique creativity and technological innovation.

Communication. Able to develop concrete, productive relationships with colleagues, clients, and staff. An adept understanding 
of the complex needs of others. Persuasive negotiating and communicationskills. Ability to effortlessly convey complex ideas. 
Interpersonal. Highly motivated self-starter. Comfortable teaching and leading others as well as working as a team. Able to 
identify customer needs. Able to maintain sensitive and confidential information. Maintaining professional competence through 
continuing education and personal exploration of up-to-date technologies. Mission. Able to conceptualize freely and help 

develop exciting, innovative consistent new ideas. 

The importance of design, detail, solutions, and deadlines becomes priority in creating a seamless concept. I am a dynamic 
professional with a background in the arts seeking a position in a creative collaborative environment. I am confident, outgoing, 
and open to suggestion while enhancing productivity and quickly adapting to new environments and responsibilities.

Obscura Digital San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D, animation, lighting, rendering, compositing.
Pedersen Media Group San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D art direction, previs, animation, compositing, rendering
Little Moving Pictures San Francisco,  CA 2D, 3D animation
Butchershop San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D, previs, animation, lighting, rendering, compositing.
Public Works San Francisco, CA  projection mapping, live VJ mixing
DMAX San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D , compositing.
Hectic Digital San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D, previs, animation, compositing.
SPYPOST  San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D, animation, compositing.
XYZ Graphics  San Francisco, CA 2D, 3D, animation, lighting, texture, rendering, compositing.
Pacific Digital Image  San Francisco, CA  2D compositing.
Eveo  San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D , animation, compositing, stereoscopic. imagery.
Electronic Arts  Redwood Shores, CA  EA 3D proprietary software. created marketing assets.
Mekanism  San Francisco, CA  2D, 3D , art direction, compositing.

415.948.6764   zseidner@gmail.com
www.zseidner.com


